Mobile Complete
One Application. Complete Patient Care.

Fully Encrypted End-To-End
Messaging
Physician Orders Queue
Offline Access

Capture Documents

Wound Image Overlays

Powerful Search

Group Chat

Image Cropping

Send Text, Images and Files

EMR Integrations

Built-in Group List

Process Workflow
Signature Capture Technology
Authentication/Restoration
Wound Capture & AutoMeasurement

One Application. Complete Patient Care.
When it comes to compliance, we have you
covered. All patient data is fully protected and HIPAA
compliant, allowing you the versatility and peace
of mind you demand out of a mobile solution. By
combining secure messaging, wound photo capture
with auto-measurement, physician signature

capture and document capture with autoenhancement, WorldView’s Mobile Complete
allows you to take your patient care to the
next level, even in areas without internet access.
Mobile Complete has become an essential tool
that healthcare professionals rely on to deliver
rapid results, with precision.

Built For Healthcare Professionals by Industry Experts
Document Capture
Quickly scan documents with your mobile device and eliminate the
challenge of finding time to hand-deliver documents. Document Capture
allows you to take a picture of the document, auto-correct discoloration
or fading, recognize edges, and auto-crop the image with the tap of your
finger. Being able to deliver documents in real-time is a game changer
that allows you and your organization to expedite processing.

Wound Photos
Our wound capture feature allows the caregiver to not only capture a
picture of a wound, but automatically measures the wound and applies
those measurements directly on the image. You can also add notes to
the image, making the upload process as simple as the click of a button.

Signature Capture
Mobile Complete’s Signature Capture allows your field staff or other
representatives to capture signatures directly on their device and apply
to the appropriate documentation. We allow for physicians to quickly
sign all relevant orders they have outstanding with your organization and
get on with their day. A security pin is set to ensure legitimacy of their
signature and resets with each session.

Secure Messaging
We understand the importance of confidentiality. WorldView’s Mobile
Complete gives you peace of mind knowing that all communications are
secure and fully HIPAA compliant. With the ability to customize
conversation threads, caregivers can make documenting and managing
patient-specific conversations that much easier.

E-Forms
Add a custom library of fillable forms to your mobile application. Tailor
your documents so fields can be electronically executed right from your
tablet or smartphone. Once filled out and completed, these forms are
automatically converted to a pdf and uploaded for a clean, easy-to-read
look.

